The main goal of this note is the following: for any arbitrary nite mapping f : V ! W where V k n ; W k m?2 0 k m are algebraic sets there exists a nite mapping F : k n ! k m birational on its image such that F j V = f:
Introduction
Let k be an algebraicly closed eld of characteristic zero, V; W be algebraic subsets of k n ; k m ; respectively, with n m. M. Kwieci nski proved (in 1]) that any nite mapping f : V ?! W can be extended to a nite mapping F : k n ?! k m : We have the following Theorem 1 ( 1] ) Let V,W be algebraic subsets of k n , k m , respectively, with n m. If f : V 7 ! W is a proper regular mapping then there exists a proper regular mapping F : k n 7 ! k m such that Fj V = f.
Thus a natural problem follows: to estimate from above the number of points in the "generic ber" of an extension F with the minimal number of points in the "generic ber". The problem was solved (in 3] and 4]) in a few cases. Theorem A.7.1) there exists l = a 1 X 1 + : : : + a n X n ; where a 1 ; : : :; a n 2 k; such that k(X 1 ; : : :; X n ) = k(G(k n ))(l): Let h 2 k X 1 ; : : :; X n ] be any non zero polynomial such that hj V = 0: Now consider the mapping: Now it is easy to prove the following Proposition 7 Let V; W k n ; be algebraic sets, f : V ! W nite mapping and F : k n ! k n nite mapping such that Fj V = f then gdeg F gdeg f:
